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SPRING IS FINALLY HERE!

 

Our editorial and design teams 

have been working hard to bring 

you the most inspirational 

books, showing the brightest artwork and featuring the boldest characters. We are 

delighted that once again we get to share positive and fun stories and hope that our 

books shine ever brighter! 

We are very happy to present our  

Spring 2022 highlights’ catalogue,  

in anticipation of a long-awaited  

physical Bologna Book Fair. 

Going from strength to strength, our eco imprint 

Ivy Kids has received widespread recognition for 

producing planet-friendly books on 100% post-

consumer recycled paper. Printing locally in each 

market, this list aims to inspire children to live a 

more conscious life.  

2022 sees the launch of another new imprint, 

Bright Press Kids. In times where learning has 

extended beyond the classroom for so many chil-

dren, this new list will bring educational and in-

clusive content on core non-fiction, activity and 

mental health. 

 

2021 saw many exciting new developments for 

our children’s lists. We launched our new playful 

and fun imprint Happy Yak:  we can’t wait to find 

out what the yak has in store for us this year! 

We hope 2022 sees us meet again often and face to face, at bookfairs and on trips. We 

always have plenty of great new titles and our QFR Kids team loves to discuss them. We 

are excited to collaborate with you to ensure these fantastic books travel the world, in 

print but also in eBook and audio format, and to build future international successes! 

Warmest wishes,  

Karine (Group Director, Foreign Rights)  & Violette (Foreign Rights Director - Children) 

                                                                                                           IVY KIDS: PLANET–FRIENDLY BOOKS                            
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If you find a book with an Ivy Kids roundel… 

… then you can be sure that it is printed on 100% post-consumer recycled pa-
per. This means that waste is reused instead of going to landfill, and trees are 
left standing. But our efforts do not stop here! Renewable energy is used to 
power the presses, and remaining emissions from the production process are 
offset with forest protection and planting schemes.  
 

Because we want our young readers to inherit a happy, healthy planet! 

 

A book is a magical thing.  

Like a seed, a book can plant an idea in  
a young mind; an idea which might grow  
and flourish, and eventually inspire that  
reader to change the world. 

 

But a book is also a physical thing.  

It is manufactured, printed and shipped 

in ways that use energy, and so release carbon into the atmosphere.   
 

At Ivy Kids, we had an idea.  

What if our books didn’t just tell stories that inspire readers to protect nature and build 
a better world – what if the books themselves were a part of that positive change? 



     IVY KIDS: PLANET-FRIENDLY BOOKS                                                                                                                              
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Take a look at our Spring 2022 selection of Ivy Kids titles, and 

become part of a movement dedicated to promoting  

more sustainable printing practices,  

and encouraging a love for  

eco-friendly reading 

in future generations!  

Little Country Cottage series  

Angela Ferraro-Fanning & Annelies Draws  

Sweet treasuries of nature-based crafts, bakes, 

and gardening projects that celebrate 

homestead-style life in all its self-sufficient and 

eco-friendly glory. Easy and delicious recipes 

and treats introduce young readers to local and 

seasonal eating, while fun and accessible crafts, 

such as making birdhouses and pinecone bird 

feeders, teach kids to appreciate the gifts of 

nature.  

 

276MM x 235MM | 128PP  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             IVY KIDS: PLANET–FRIENDLY BOOKS                        

 

The Fairy Garden 

Georgia Buckthorn & Isa Mazzanti 

Poor Mimi spends hours and hours making 

her fairy garden completely perfect, but the 

fairies never come. Whatever could she be 

doing wrong? Just when she has given up 

all hope, some twinkling lights appear. 

They’re here! And they are bringing an 

important message… With captivating 

activity spreads at the back which tell 

readers how to create their own, perfect 

fairy garden. 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

When The Storks Came Home 

Isabella Tree  

Eight-year-old Beanie loves birds. When she 

discovers that huge, white storks used to 

live in her own village but were hunted to 

extinction 600 years ago, Beanie hatches a 

plan… But reintroducing a vanished species 

is not so simple! This fictionalised retelling 

of the successful reintroduction of the white 

stork in the UK teaches children about 

conservation and their environment in an 

accessible way.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Happy Stories For Nature Lovers 

Dawn Casey  

From tiger numbers which are roaring back 

following conservation efforts, to ecosystem 

restoration success stories — the uplifting 

tales in Happy Stories for Nature 

Lovers show that there is hope for our 

precious planet. This cheerful compendium 

of true, narrative non-fiction stories make 

the perfect bedtime read for eco-anxious 

kids, and provide parents with concrete 

examples to assuage worries about nature, 

the climate and the future.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 
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Published in 31 languages and with  

over 7 million copies sold worldwide! 

Also available as board books and box sets! 
 

240MM x 195MM | 32PP 



 FICTION  
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296MM x 225MM | 32PP + 6PP SINGLE GATEFOLD 

Flooded 

Mariajo Ilustrajo  

Flooded is the tale of animals who live in a city that is ever so 

slowly flooding. The flood comes gradually at first. All the 

animals ignore the obvious and go about their busy lives, 

disjointed from one another and preoccupied by their own 

problems. This is an exceptionally illustrated story that 

teaches a message not to let problems fester and with a little 

team work and community spirit, no problem is 

insurmountable.   

Coming soon: Lost 

 

 

Adnan: The Boy Who Helped His Mummy Remember 

Mark Arrigo & Steven Chatterton & Diala Brisly  

This is the moving story of a refugee boy’s attempts to heal 

his mother’s PTSD and memory loss with the power of his 

creativity as they rebuild their lives in their new home.  

This timely picture book is based on a short film of the same 

name, which has collected multiple awards, and made the 

Official Selection at its first Oscar-qualifier.  

The illustrator, Diala Brisly, is a Syrian refugee from 

Damascus. A 2% donation is encouraged to Choose Love or 

any local charity.  

 

276MM x 235MM | 40PP COVER 
NOT 

FINAL 

        FICTION   
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A New Friend 

Lucy Menzies & Maddy Vian  

It's Joe's first day at a new school. It's big, scary 

and different. He misses his school, his old friends 

and his old life. Can't he just go back to the way 

things were? When Mae hears that there's a new 

kid starting school, she can't wait to meet him. Is 

this her chance to make a true friend? A New 

Friend is the next book in the One Book, Two 

Stories format. With this innovative format, two 

books, telling two different stories, are bound 

together.   

290MM x 235MM | 48PP 

An Unexpected Thing 

Ashling Lindsay 

Fred is afraid. Of everything. He spends his days 

jumping at loud noises, recoiling from scary 

shadows and hiding from new people. 

Luckily, Coco isn’t afraid of anything! She loves 

exploring new things and sees the best in every 

new experience that comes her way.  

This is a story of friends with different 

perspectives, overcoming those feelings of worry 

and uneasiness, facing fears together and finding 

out that the world isn’t such a bad place after all. 

 

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 
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Love Grows Everywhere 

Barry Timms & Tisha Lee 

Love grows everywhere...from country farm to city square, 

from desert village, hot and dry, to mountain home where 

eagles fly. Feel the love in a close-knit family who grow 

plants and sell them in their local market, and discover the 

types of love that exist in the many homes of their diverse 

community.  In this warm and charming tale, there is love 

between friends, family, neighbours, romantic partners 

and so much more. Love truly does grow everywhere.   

Coming soon: A Pinch of Love and What A Day 

 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

The Incredible Hotel 

Kate Davies & Isabelle Follath 

If you ever go to the great city of Delaunay, take a left at 

the Duchess’s palace and cross the Bridge of Spires, and 

here you will find The Incredible Hotel.  Everything runs 

like clockwork, thanks to Stefan the kitchen porter, who 

brews the coffee every morning, and dreams of being a 

chef. Until the morning of the Grand Ball, when a fire starts 

in the kitchen just as the Duchess of Delaunay arrives... 

can Stefan save the day?  

Coming soon: A Mystery at the Incredible Hotel 

276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

Our Tower 

Joseph Coelho & Richard Johnson 

A deeply personal story written by the award-winning 

poet Joseph Coelho, drawn from his own experience 

growing up in a tower block and looking for adventure. 

This story is a celebration of, and a reclaiming of tower 

blocks as a place where magic and adventure can 

happen.  

276MM x 235MM | 48PP 

        FICTION   
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I Love My Cat  

Simon Mole & Sam Usher  

A little girl loves her cat, from the tip of her tail to 

the way she opens doors and can even drink from 

the tap! But one day, the cat tries to nibble at her 

toast and she won't stop, and then she digs her 

claws in… and the little girl shouts, 'Out!' She is 

heartbroken when the cat doesn't come home for 

dinner. But after a week of the cat being missing, 

finally she returns. This is the follow-up to I Love My 

Bike and is the second in a series based on first 

experiences and the magic in the everyday.  

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Lucky Cat  

Melody Cheng, Helen Wu, Janet Wang, & Eunice 

Chen  

June's family have a new home in America. There’s 

plenty to do before their restaurant opens, but 

Mama is excited when she finds the previous 

owners have left a Lucky Cat! It’s meant to bring 

good luck to their ventures, and June is even more 

excited the next evening when she finds that the 

statue can come to life! 

This beautiful book tells a funny and uplifting tale of 

family love and fitting in in a new country.  



 FICTION  
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Kid Christmas of the Claus Brothers Toyshop 

David Litchfield  

Nicky works with his three uncles in the Klaus 

Brothers Toy Emporium. But this isn’t just any 

toyshop… for the uncles have the magical power to 

choose the perfect toy for every child! One day, 

Nicky notices a young girl with her face pressed up 

to the glass. When she disappears, he follows her 

and finds out that she can’t afford a toy. Nicky vows 

that for one night only, every child will have the toy 

of their dreams, and – with the help of his uncles – 

the legend of Father Christmas is born. This 

magical and heartwarming story from best-selling 

author-illustrator David Litchfield is a true festive 

treat centred on kindness.  

300MM x 220MM | 40PP 

278MM x 200MM | 24PP + FLAPS 

Cat Family Christmas  

Lucy Brownridge & Eunyoung Seo 

Count down to Christmas with the cat family in this 

lift-the-flap advent book. With a nod to nostalgic 

Victorian advent calendars, open up tiny but sturdy 

flap 'doors' on each one of the 24 pages, as you 

help the cat family decorate, bake and prepare the 

house for the holiday season. With 12 flaps per 

page, this is the perfect Christmas gift.  

        FICTION   
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It is never too early  
to start thinking  

about Christmas! 
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Damsel Not In Distress  

Bethan Davies 

Once upon a time, hidden deep in a valley in a 

magical land far away, there was a very tall tower. 

And trapped at the very top of that very tall tower 

there was a damsel… in distress! The only 

problem is, the damsel is not in distress. She keeps 

telling the narrator that she's perfectly fine. The 

'terrifying beasts' in the moat are a family of 

ducklings and the 'wicked old witch' is actually her 

grandma! But the narrator just won't listen.  

 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

COMING 
SOON 

A Natural History series 

Emily Hawkins & Jessica Roux 

These beautifully illustrated and meticulously 

detailed field notebooks act like a (fictional) natural 

history guide and look like a vintage album. The 

books features photographs and sketches made 

by scientists and contain all there is to know about 

the natural history of Magick, Mermaids and 

Fairies. 

Coming soon:  

A Natural History of Magical Creatures  

265MM x 304MM | 64PP 

        FICTION   
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276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

Here Be Dragons 

Susannah Lloyd & Paddy Donnelly 

This laugh-out-loud story is about a knight on a 

mission: to find and slay a dragon. The other 

knights have told him that there's no such thing 

as dragons, but he doesn't care for he has a 

map. He travels past treasure, suspicious bones 

and many signs telling him to turn back. He 

wanders up and down a huge, spiky hill (the 

dragon's back) shouts into a burrow (the 

dragon's nose) and eventually walks into a cave 

(the dragon's mouth)… Will the hapless knight 

see the dragon before it's too late? 

Coming soon: Here Be Giants 

  

Once Upon a Unicorn Horn 

Beatrice Blue  

Do you know how unicorns got their horns? It all 

began once upon a magic forest, when a little 

girl called June discovered tiny horses learning 

how to fly in her garden. But one of the poor 

horses couldn’t fly at all! So, with the help of her 

parents, June thought of a very sweet and very 

delicious way to make her new friend happy!  

This magical and fun-filled story about how 

unicorns got their horns is the first in a series 

about how magical creatures came to have their 

gifts. 

Coming soon: Once Upon A Witches Broom 

 276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

COMING 
SOON 
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A Treasury of Tales for 4 Year Olds  

Gabby Dawnay & Heidi Griffiths 

A beautiful new collection of stories for young children, with 

original stories about animals, dragons, nature, music, and 

more, there’s a story for every child. Stories are arranged in 

order of difficulty, so that children will increase their reading 

comprehension and confidence as they make their way 

through the book.  

Coming soon: A Treasury of Tales for 5 Year Olds 

276MM x 235MM | 96PP 

A World Full of Nature Stories 

Angela McAllister & Hannah Bess Ross 

The latest title in our popular anthology series focusses on 

nature themed folklores and legends from around the 

world. Travel around the world at bedtime and discover 

timeless stories, rewritten by Angela McAllister and brought 

to life with stunning illustrations by Hannah Bess Ross.  

Coming soon: A World Full of Winter Stories  

 

 

275MM x 240MM | 128PP 

The Big Book of Snuggle Up Stories 

This collection of eight picture book stories is perfect for 

reading at bedtime to send little ones off to a good night's 

sleep. Each story is gently written, with engaging 

illustrations making these stories suitable for bedtime 

reading or any story time throughout the day. With a subtle 

moral in each story – these tales are perfect for light 

discussions on topics such as kindness, friendship, sharing 

and love.   

253MM x 230MM | 176PP 

        FICTION   
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Blue Badger Big Breakfast 

Huw Lewis Jones & Ben Sanders 

Badger is feeling happy  these days… even 

though he still has a blue bottom. Life is good 

when you’re eating berries. 

But now Dog is sad. What can Badger do to help 

his friend? 

Blue Badger & The Big Breakfast is the second 

story in the Blue Badger series of picture books 

about a befuddled, lovable Badger and 

his search for happiness, friends and love.  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

COMING 
SOON 

Beware the Blue Bagoo 

Karl Newson & Andrea Stegmaier  

A detective tries to uncover the truth about the 

infamous ‘Blue Bagoo’ – a creature so big and 

scary that it can’t possibly be made up, can it? 

However, as the investigation procedes, there is 

a critical twist... 

This is a tale of rumours and fears, that also 

teaches us a gentle lesson about jumping to 

conclusions and judging others!   

 

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 
COMING 

SOON 
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Croc O’Clock 

Huw Lewis Jones & Ben Sanders 

A delightfully silly story, kids will love to 

follow Croc’s antics as he guzzles all the 

food he can snap up. Learn to count to 12 

as Croc fills his belly!  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

Never Brush A Bear 

Sam Hearn   

This is a delightfully amusing story about a 

determined young pet stylist called 

Herschel, who makes it his mission to brush 

a bear… He’s a head stylist, pet pamperer, 

extraordinaire! He dreams of awards, and 

longs to win prizes, for coiffuring creatures 

in all shapes and sizes! But a bear’s not a 

pet! And brushing a bear is something he 

should forget!  

 

290MM x 235MM | 32PP COMING 
SOON 

        FICTION   
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All the Nonsense in My Teeth 

Mike Henson & Barbara Bakos 

All the Nonsense in my Teeth is a wonderful, 

dream-like story about teeth brushing. The 

charming artwork and sing-song text take 

readers on an adventure filled with fantastical 

imagery, as all kinds of things from cyclists 

doing stunts to an animal brass band are 

revealed inside the protagonist's mouth as 

they brush their teeth!  

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Broccoli’s Big Day! 

Mike Henson & Sandra De La Prada 

It's nearly time for the Annual Vegetable 

Awards and all the vegetables gather to 

discuss who deserves to be nominated. 

Unassuming Broccoli feels she lives a very 

normal life but decides to go along as best 

friend Carrot – with the amazing hair – will be 

there. Broccoli is quiet while the other 

vegetables begin to bicker about who is the 

best. Slowly it emerges that Broccoli is actually 

incredibly brave and kind, and a very special 

vegetable. This amusing tale highlights how 

special we all are in our own way.  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

COMING 
SOON 
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How Messy 

Clare Helen Walsh & Olivier Tallec  

Dot and Duck are back! This time, the charming 

comedy double act are off on holiday together. This 

is a simple yet hilarious story with a touching ending 

and an important message about accepting 

differences and learning to compromise. 

The third picture book in the Dot & Duck series, is a 

simply hilarious story with bold illustrations, a strong 

message and a laugh on every page. 

 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

We Are The Shapes 

Kevin Jenner 

Meet the squares. They are straightforward, 

supportive and fiercely loyal. But they don't get on 

very well with the triangles... they're a bit edgy. 

When a fight breaks out between the two shapes, 

will circle be able to help? Whose side are you on? 

Featuring charmingly simple illustrations, this is 

a humorous picture book from up-and-coming 

author/illustrator Kevin Jenner. Introducing squares, 

triangles and circles alongside light-hearted 

humour, this is a truly fun introduction to shapes! 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

COMING 
SOON 

        FICTION   
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A Little Bit of Respect 

Claire Alexander  

The Ploofers are visiting a new island and are excited 

to meet the residents. But when one islander singles 

out Little One as an adorable cutie pie, Little One 

isn't happy and becomes frustrated with the way he 

is being treated. Will Little One learn to be assertive 

and stand up for himself? With simple, yet striking, 

illustrations and a cutaway cover design that adds 

tactile interest, A Little Bit of Respect is a joyful 

reading experience, providing the opportunity to 

spark more meaningful discussions about people's 

differences and how we accept and value them.  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

The Hare-Shaped Hole 

John Dougherty & Thomas Docherty  

This tender, beautiful picture book delicately tells 

young readers about the loss of a loved one. 

Bertle and Hertle are best friends. But, one day, 

poor Bertle! His friend Hertle is not there anymore. 

Instead, a hole appears in the air where his friend 

ought to be. Bertle goes through the five stages of 

grief (denial, anger, pleading and bargaining, 

despair and depression, acceptance) and, thanks to 

Gerda’s help, will learn to fill the hole with new 

memories.  

 

276MM x 235MM | 40PP |  DIE CUT  COVER 
COVER 

NOT 
FINAL 
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How Can We Be Kind? 

Janet Halfmann & Darla Okado 

How can we be kind? It's a simple question, 

and the answer is: by learning from animals! 

Capybaras teach us how to be welcoming, 

letting other animals sit on top of them while 

they wallow in the mud. Baboons look after 

each other by grooming each other's backs. 

Give hugs like koalas, or stick up for your 

friends like zebras. Sweet and thoughtful, this 

book is both a celebration of the animal world 

and a manifesto for everyday kindness.   

230MM x 230MM | 40PP 

A World of Gratitude 

What is gratitude? Why is it important to 

appreciate things big and small? Do we all give 

thanks in the same way? With this joyful and 

enriching book, young readers will learn all 

about gratitude. Go on a visual tour of the 

world’s continents, featuring colourful maps 

and guides on how to say ‘thank you’ in 

different languages, and learn the different 

ways that different cultures express gratitude.  

Coming soon: A World of Friendship 

229MM x 229MM | 32PP 

    NON-FICTION          
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Let’s Talk About Anxiety & Friendship 

A new series that aims to help children and parents 

discuss difficult topics. Each book has practical 

exercises that work in conjunction with the cards to 

create ‘conversation starters’ and provide guidelines 

for discussion. Parent and child read through the 

book together and complete the exercises, 

referring to the conversation cards as they go.  

 
160MM x 120MM | 64PP + 20 CARDS  

A Mind Like Mine 

Many successful people with brilliant minds and 

talents have lived or are living with a mental illness. 

The biographies in this book show that you can't 

always tell who is suffering from a mental illness, 

and that mental health conditions can and do afflict 

all kids of people from all walks of life. The aim of 

this book is to help remove some of the stigma 

around mental health and ultimately to show that 

mental illness does not have to hold anyone back 

from achieving their dreams. 

 

   

 

276MM x 235MM | 64PP 



 NON-FICTION  
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240MM x 185MM | 66PP 

Here and Queer 

An amazing guidebook on living your best 

queer life for girls and teens, centred on 

female, femme and non-binary 

perspectives. Growing up and learning about 

who you really are can be a difficult 

experience, but this vibrant guide makes it all 

easier, helping you be the strongest, 

proudest, happiest version of you! Packed full 

of heartfelt advice, comforting stories and 

stylish illustrations, the book will give readers 

the agency and reassurance to explore their 

own identity, on their own terms.  

Own Your Period  

A book focused entirely on periods, helping 

young readers understand their bodies, 

hormones and emotions. This sensitive, 

detailed book will provide all the facts, 

feelings and frustrations about living with 

periods. By providing period facts in a 

friendly, accessible way, teens can feel more 

comfortable in their skin during such a tough 

time of change.  

 

 

198MM x 129MM | 160PP 

    NON-FICTION          
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This Book Will Save the Planet 

Our planet is in crisis. The ice caps are 

melting, sea levels are rising, wildfires are 

raging… and yet our governments are still 

not taking the action we need to reverse 

global warming. In the third title in the NYT 

#1 best-selling Empower the Future series 

(alongside This Book is Anti-Racist and This 

Book is Feminist), Dany Sigwalt argues for 

an intersectional approach to the climate 

crisis that does not leave anyone behind. 

The planet is not protected if all its 

inhabitants are not; the people are not 

protected if the planet they inhabit is not.  

198MM x 129MM | 160PP 

198MM x 129MM | 160PP 

Cash is Queen 

Cash Is Queen breaks down everything 

young girls need to know about saving, 

spending and stashing their cash – helping 

girls everywhere to establish positive 

financial habits that will last a lifetime. 

The world’s first money book written 

exclusively for girls, Cash is Queen is 

designed to deliver the sophistication, 

practicality and fun guaranteed to appeal to 

today’s young woman.  



 NON-FICTION  
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Africana 

Discover the incredible history and diversity of the 

African continent in all its splendour with this 

beautifully illustrated and fact-filled encyclopedia. 

Featuring a stunning copper foil–detailed 

cover, this large-format book is divided into broad 

geographical sections which celebrate and 

showcase the peoples, landscapes and wildlife from 

different regions of this great continent. 

Bright and bold illustrations help bring these facts to 

life, with maps, timelines and much, much more to 

open your eyes to the beauty and brilliance of this 

diverse continent.  

310MM x 256MM | 96PP 

276MM x 235MM | 64PP Young, Gifted and Black 

Written in the spirit of Nina Simone’s song “To Be Young, Gifted, and Black,” this vibrant book is a 

perfect introduction to both historic and present-day icons and heroes. Jamia Wilson has carefully 

curated this range of black icons and the book is stylishly brought together by Andrea 

Pippins’ colourful and celebratory illustrations. 

Meet 52 figureheads, leaders and pioneers such as Martin Luther King Jr., Nelson Mandela and Rosa 

Parks, as well as cultural trailblazers and athletes like Stevie Wonder, Oprah Winfrey and Serena 

Williams – a collection of stories about changemakers to encourage, inspire and empower the next 

generation of changemakers.  

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 

    NON-FICTION          
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A Whole World of Art:  

A Decolonised History of Art  

Even before they could write, people have always 

told stories with pictures. Art is universal but the 

story we know about it is not. This book seeks to 

tell children the true story of art, in which the rich 

visual canon from every culture is explored by 

looking at key works from different times and 

places. Travel around the world and through 

time, seeing 25 important artworks from different 

periods of art history.  

310MM x 256MM | 80PP 

Zoo, What, Why? 

This is a science-powered guide to the 

natural world and the zoologists 

uncovering its most amazing secrets. Plus, 

this book takes readers behind the scenes 

at museums and zoos to explore how 

cutting-edge research takes place, and 

how anybody can get involved.  

With expert insight from author Jules 

Howard and humour-filled art from 

illustrator Lucy Letherland, this book is 

sure to fascinate and delight any young 

naturalist who has ever wondered how we 

know what we know about our world – 

and how much more there is to discover! 

 

 

276MM x 235MM | 80PP 

COMING 
SOON 



 NON-FICTION  
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Wild Summer 

Celebrate nature during the warm summer 

months in the latest title in our seasonal series. 

Follow a young girl and her grandpa as they 

walk down a wild path towards the coast, 

spotting amazing plants and animals as they 

go. At the back, discover facts and information 

about the summer and its wildlife.  

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Make This Book Wild  

In this one-of-a-kind nature scrapbook, readers 

are encouraged to draw, write, play, collect 

materials, stick things in, cut pages out, and 

make this book really WILD! The mixture of art, 

creative writing, collecting, games, wildlife-

watching and imaginative prompts will appeal 

to kids with all kinds of interests, and there are 

no rules! Readers can colour outside the lines, 

do the activities in any order and go at their 

own pace. By the end of the book, readers will 

have their very own treasure trove of natural 

wonders and a keepsake packed full of 

memories of their special outdoor adventures.  

281MM x 215MM | 112PP  

    NON-FICTION          
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What Are You Doing Today Mother Nature? 

Arranged around the full cycle of a calendar year, 

each chapter features four stories each from a 

different part of the world. 48 story spreads tell 

fascinating single stories of animals and nature 

from each month of the year, showing how the 

changing of the seasons takes place around the 

world, promoting an international sense of the 

weather, seasons and cycles of nature from very 

big, to ever-so-small. 

304MM x 259MM | 112P  

It Stars With A Bee 

With lyrical text, enchanting illustrations and a 

beautiful fold-out scene to complete the story, this 

book takes you on a journey through the seasons as 

you follow a busy bee pollinating a wild garden. As 

the seasons change and the garden blooms, the 

bee is joined by well-loved minibeasts and 

creatures – worms, beetles, spiders and mice – who 

make the wild garden their home. A rhyming poem 

builds page on page, echoing the life the bee 

brings to the garden.  

295MM x 210MM  

34PP + GATEFOLD 

Coming soon:  

Round and Round Goes Mother Nature:  

48 Stories of Life Cycles 
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The Secret Life of Birds 

This collection of delightful stories and 

engaging facts imparts a love of nature on the 

next generation, inspiring them to look after 

the world around them. Whimsical and 

detailed illustrations have pride of place in 

magical tales that mix natural history with a 

splash of fantasy, creating a book that will be 

pored over time and time again. 

290MM x 235MM | 48PP 

The Sea Below My Toes 

Have you ever gazed down through the dark 

waters of the sea and wondered what goes on 

beneath the surface? Let’s take the plunge and 

explore the mysterious deep in this vibrant 

concertina book. 

A follow-up to The Street Beneath My Feet 

and The Skies Above My Eyes, this richly 

illustrated concertina book takes the reader on 

a journey through the deep dark waters, all 

the way down to the seabed, before floating 

back up to the surface.  

 

320MM x 250MM | 20PP | FOLD OUT CONCERTINA 
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276MM x 235MM | 80PP Powered by Plants  

Meet the trees, flowers and vegetation who inspire our everyday technology! 

Plants exhibit an incredible range of diversity in their shape, structures and how they interact with 

other living things and their environment. Some of this great diversity is being increasingly studied 

and copied, inspiring innovation in science, design, engineering and technology. 

Colourful and lively illustrations and pop-out fact boxes bring the science in this book to life, 

and shows us how much we can learn from studying the myriad magnificence of the natural world. 

 

The World’s Most Ridiculous Animals 

Another amazing title from the talented 

Philip Bunting, author and illustrator of The 

World’s Most Pointless Animals — already 

sold in over 10 languages! Featuring some 

of the most absurd and flamboyant animals 

on the planet!  The antagonist voice 

(speaking through cheeky annotations) 

points out the apparent ridiculousness of 

each creature's features, while the 

narrator's voice describes the evolutionary 

reasons or advantages for each animal's 

extraordinary 

characteristics.  

 

290MM x 235MM | 80PP 
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Yoga Animals series 

The latest two titles in our yoga and mindfulness series. Discover a range of simple poses and 

techniques through a gentle narrative. Learn to stretch and balance in the savanna with lions and how 

to clear your mind relax with polar bears in the arctic.   

Other titles in the series: Forest, Seashore, and Farm 

229MM x 229MM | 32PP 

Nature Heroes series  

A new series that looks at specific creatures in each title. Meet Bella, a little girl with a passion for bugs, 

and Billy, who is obsessed with birds! With an engaging and lively narrative from Jess French and fun, 

warm illustrations from Duncan Beedie this book will help ignite a love and appreciation for nature, 

right on our doorsteps.  

230MM x 230MM | 48PP 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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Really Wild Families series  

Based on the everyday adventures of wild animals, this new series discovers what the littlest members 

of the family get up to! Through their eyes we will explore the habitats, family dynamics and how they 

play, grow and survive as a family. An adorable story is followed by a fun activity section packed with 

craft projects, case studies and a quiz section at the back of the book, so you can put everything you 

have learnt about Little Lion/Bee and their family to the test.  

216MM x 216MM | 48PP 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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How Big Is Your Paw? 

Kids come paw-to-paw with eight of their 

favourite animals! With life-size embosses 

of common animal tracks from the forest, 

learn how your paw compares to theirs. Full

-colour illustrations explore the other 

special features of that animal, from the 

opossum’s pouch to the elk’s bugle-like 

call. The animals include opossum, river 

otter, bobcat, coyote, cougar, wolf, black 

bear, and moose. Featuring simple 

graphics and fascinating facts, children will 

be thrilled with this up close and personal 

adventure to get to know these wild 

animals.  

 

254 MM x 203MM | 16PP | BOARD BOOK 

270 MM x 210MM | 96PP Super Powers of Nature & Super Heroes of Nature  

A new photographic series with stunning photography of incredible animals from around the 

world. Meet the superheroes of the animal world and discover their amazing superpowers. 

With some non-fiction text to accompany the photographs, kids will be amazed by what they 

see and learn!  
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Shine A Light: My World series 

A new spin-off to our successful Shine A Light series, My World focusses on experiences that 

all children have, such as your first day at school or feeling poorly. First, view a full-colour 

scene and read about what is pictured – but what else is there? Shine a torch behind the page 

to reveal what is hidden!  

260MM x 260MM | 36PP 
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That’s A Job? series 

The perfect first guide for children who want to 

discover the careers they could have, based on 

their interest. With titles covering art, space, the 

outdoors, animals, and sport, this series is sure to 

inspire children’s ambitions and get them excited 

for their futures. Aimed at readers aged 7+, the 

illustrated narrative approach tells the story of each 

career and helps introduce children to the world of 

work in a playful, engaging way.  

 

 

297MM x 250MM | 48PP 
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290MM x 235MM | 112PP 

300MM x 236MM | 34PP +  OVER 200 STICKERS I Want to Be series 

This creative first careers sticker book series introduces children to a life in design, fashion, mechanics, 

and architecture — with the chance to show off their skills and creativity throughout the book. With 

gorgeous colour palettes and 10 pages of stunning stickers, the I Want To Be series will ensure that the 

reader can create amazing scenes while exercising their own creative inspiration and learning about 

each career. With plenty of stickers, there are endless possibilities! 

100 Things to Know About Architecture 

Learn all about the world of architecture in only 100 words! From the familiar to the jaw-dropping, the 

medieval to ultra-modern, this is a fascinating introduction to cool buildings in a fun and accessible 

format - the perfect gift for aspiring architects or curious young minds!  

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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I Can Draw series  

A new drawing activity series that will help children learn how to draw their favourite things! With step-

by-step instructions and adorable illustrations, you will discover how to create these basic shapes and 

learn some art techniques.  

280M x 216MM | 32PP 

Smart Class series  

A new art activity series for aspiring young artists. Each title has 25 fun and creative projects. There are 

colour photos throughout and some illustrations to explain key concepts and techniques. ‘Art 

Masterclass’ feature spreads put the smart in art by helping kids understand the basic techniques 

behind the topic. Every project uses basic art supplies, plus some everyday materials found at home or 

outdoors.  

285MM x 210MM | 96PP 
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304MM x 265MM | 64PP 

My Time Capsule Art Journal 

An interactive journaling experience that allows kids to 

draw, doodle, design, and colour the answers to 

questions about everyday life in order to record a slice 

of their lives to look back on later. Filled with quick and 

easy-to-answer questions and space to write and draw 

the answers. Also included are suggestions of things to 

tape or paste into the book, things to colour, and tips 

on how to doodle everyday life. Once the last prompt is 

complete, journalers will mark the date to open the time 

capsule journal, and then put the book away. Their time 

capsule awaits their older selves! 

Let’s Play! 

With over 100 games from all over the 

world and for any number of players, 

Let’s Play! is the perfect companion for 

kids looking to fill afternoons with fun, 

while learning about other countries and 

cultures in an interactive and engaging 

way. Children will love picking a new 

game, reading the rules, and playing it 

by themselves or with friends and family. 

The possibilities are endless, and with 

this book, the fun will be, too! 

276MM x 235MM | 80PP 

COMING 
SOON 

From Me To You series  

A new activity series of gift journals for children to fill in and give their parents on mother's/father's day 

as well as at Christmas or for birthdays. The captivating variety of activities encourages creativity and 

sharing — young children can also ask for the help of the recipient, making journaling a tender bonding 

activity for the whole family! The gorgeous embroidery artwork and die-cut cover will make any 

occasion truly special! 

278MM x 225MM | 32PP | DIE CUT COVER 
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210MM x 148MM | 144PP 
Be Creative Every Day series  

Three new titles in our daily creativity series. With 365 activities, these books are packed full of playful 

prompts and imaginative step-by-steps, aimed at children aged eight and older. Take your creativity 

global in My Year Around the World, or delve into the world of science and technology in My Year of 

Discovery. At the end of the year you have an amazing keepsake of your own creativity!  

210MM x 148MM | 144PP 

At the Restaurant Activity Book 

An entertaining, fact-filled activity book for children to take 

to restaurants, cafes, picnics and anywhere that serves food!  

The fourth title in this fun-packed activity book series, At the 

Restaurant is overflowing with puzzles, quizzes and 

drawing activities, sure to keep kids occupied when out and 

about. All you need to complete the activities are some 

colouring pencils and a big appetite! 

279MM x  216MM | 64PP 
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The Story of People 

When did the first humans live? How did humans 

spread all over the world? How has science and 

technology changed the way we live?And what 

will happen to humans in the future? Get read to 

through time as the incredible story of human 

beings unfolds before our very eyes… 

The team behind The Story of Space and The 

Story of Life present a first book about the human 

world for very young children, looking at how 

humans evolved and the history of humanity up 

to the present day.   

Coming soon: The Story Of Nature 

275MM x 240MM | 40PP 

 

270MM x 210MM | 112PP 

Every Word Tells A Story 

Tom Read Wilson & Ian Morris 

Are you ready for a rip-roaring tour through some of 

the most astonishing and amusing words? Tom Read 

Wilson knows even the most ordinary-sounding word 

can have the most surprising story behind it! 

Each fascinating word is explored through an 

amusing story alongside the etymology, word 

origin and definition. Paired with beautiful, 

characterful illustrations by Ian Morris, Every Word 

Tells a Story is a perfect book for young wordsmiths, 

encouraging kids and adults alike to 

have fun whilst learning about language. 

COMING 
SOON 
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The Big Book of series  

A new large extent non-fiction series that dives into these topics to give you all of the information you 

need. Discover 100 new experiments to try at home in Science Experiments, get incredible insight into 

different dinosaur and animal skeletons and how they adapted to their environment in the Big Book of 

Bones, or discover the science of our planet and universe in the Big Book of Discovery.  

278MM x 216MM | 192PP  

So You Think You Know series  

A fact-packed series for kids with a passion for learning. Each title focusses on one popular topic and 

will teach kids everything they don’t know about their favourite subject. A fun and interactive way to 

learn, each title has a mix of photos and illustrations. At the end of the book there are some press-out 

sheets to build your very own model.  

254MM x 195MM | 128PP + PRESS OUT SHEETS 
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The Book of Maths  

Maths is everywhere: in the home, at school, in 

the patterns on fabrics, in the symmetry of a 

flower, in music, and in art. 

This book looks at the maths all around us in an 

informative and entertaining way. A treasure 

trove for inquisitive minds, The Book of Maths 

explains how probability can predict the 

chances of winning a game and shows how to 

discover the speed at which a stone is falling or 

a rocket is traveling into space and much more. 

 

297MM x 250MM | 96PP 

Genius Lab series  

A new experiments series with 40 easy-to-follow experiments in each title. With colour photos 

throughout, kids will learn the science behind the experiments and be encouraged to take the 

experiment further themselves. All experiments use common materials that can be found at home.  

254MM x 195MM | 160PP 
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World of Weird  

In the 21st century, a scientist uncovers 

their Victorian ancestor’s notebook in a 

box. This ancestor is Dr McCreebor – an 

eminent explorer, philosopher and 

collector of the very strange and truly 

creepy. Dr McCreebor's book is filled with 

the dark and disturbing stories he has 

collected on his travels around the world. 

And now, after over 125 years in a dusty 

attic, Dr McCreebor’s writings can be 

read… by only the bravest.  

 

305MM x 248MM | 64PP 

Lore of the Land 

Unearth the secrets of our natural world in 

this richly illustrated compendium of 

folklore and wisdom from the land, skies 

and seas. From thundering rivers to shady 

groves, flickering marshes to lightless 

caves, and from snow-capped mountains 

to the depths of the ocean, discover the 

folklore of Earth's wildest places. Stories 

and spirits abound in these land- and 

seascapes, where traditional wisdom and 

mysterious magics have intertwined over 

centuries.  

 

290MM x 235MM | 80PP 

COMING 
SOON 
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Atlas of Adventures series  

Set your spirit of adventure free with this lavishly illustrated tour around the world, 

stopping off at every continent to marvel at natural and human phenomena. Whether 

you're visiting the penguins of Antarctica, joining the Carnival in Brazil, or taking a 

canoe safari down the Zambezi River, this book will inspire adventurers of any age and 

take young explorers on whole host of fascinating adventures across the continents! 

370MM x 272MM | 96PP 

Atlas of Lost Kingdoms 

On this quest around the world, you will 

find lost kingdoms, islands, even 

continents that people have searched 

for for millennia and are now only 

known of through stories and myths. 

All of these places have been believed 

to exist by a people or a group of 

peoples at some point in history, but 

none of them, in recent times at least, 

have been found and explored. Many 

people still believe them to exist, so why 

not try and find them?  

 

310MM x 256MM | 96PP 
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290MM x 235MM | 64PP 

Dinosaur Atlas 

Let’s take a trip through time to the prehistoric 

world! Journey to a lost world and come face to face 

with dinosaurs! Stare down a T-Rex in North 

America. Watch out for Velociraptors’ slashing claws 

in the Gobi Desert. Trek across the Siberian tundra 

and discover woolly mammoth. 

On this Amazing Adventure we will discover the 

mysteries of dinosaur origins, clues to what they 

looked like and where they lived and what made 

them extinct. 

Football Fantastic Activity Book 

Show boredom the red card with the Football 

Fantastic Activity Book, a fun-packed, interactive dive 

into all things football! 

Play your way through over 30 activities designed to 

delight any football-mad 7+ year-old. Find out 

unbelievable facts about your favourite players, 

teams and stadiums while tackling fun challenges 

and tasks.  

 

290MM x 235MM | 64PP 

Football Atlas 

Go on a journey across the globe and onto the pitch 

to learn about the world of football. A 

comprehensive and inclusive exploration of football, 

covering players, teams, stadiums and competitions 

across the world.  

Recently updated to include the 2020 Euros, ready 

for the World Cup in 2022! 

 

278MM x 217MM | 32PP 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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When Plants Took Over the Planet 

Plants provide us with food, shelter, and the air we 

breathe, but where did they come from? Step back 

in time to discover the very first plants that triggered 

an ice age and changed the world. Discover early 

ferns that were munched by dinosaurs, carnivorous 

plants that ‘attack’ their prey, and powerful medicinal 

plants that can boost health. 

295MM x 210MM | 64PP 

Life Size Prehistoric World 

An incredible collection of facts and information 

about prehistoric life. Discover the beasts that 

roamed the earth millions of years ago. With life-

size anatomical illustrations and size comparisons, 

these beasts are put into context. From dinosaurs 

to creatures of the deep, all sorts of prehistoric 

animals are covered in this large format guide to 

the prehistoric world.  

267MM x 240MM | 128PP 

When Dinosaurs Conquered the Skies 

What are birds, and where did they come from? 

This is an exquisitely illustrated exploration of how 

dinosaurs evolved flight and eventually became 

the birds we live with today. This book from the 

successful Incredible Evolution series proves that 

fact can definitely be stranger and more exciting 

than fiction! Can you imagine coming face-to-face 

with a toothy pigeon?!  

Also available: When Plants Took Over the 

Planet, When We Became Humans, and When 

the Whales Walked.  

295MM x 210MM | 64PP 
COMING 

SOON 
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267MM x 240MM | 48PP | MODEL PIECES  Life Size Series 

A new series exploring the incredible lives of prehistoric creatures, from sabretooth tigers and 

dinosaurs to buzzsaw sharks. Bring the amazing world of prehistoric creatures alive with this book of 

life-size illustrations and accompanying life-size head models. Build a life-size sabretooth skull and 

marvel at the size of these predators.  

 

Biggest Longest Tallest Fastest series  

Some books give you big. Others give you bigger. This one gives you biggest! With innovative double 

gatefolds that unfold twice, both vertically and horizontally, nature’s giants are literally bursting out of 

the page. Gatefolds are accompanied by a wealth of flaps to open and explore. Combined with 

beautiful animal illustrations and informative text, it adds up to a comparisons book that goes further 

than the rest. 

307MM x 247MM | 64PP + GATEFOLD AND FLAPS 
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Build and Discover series  

An in-depth guide to the world of animals, dinosaurs and creepy 

crawlies. With simple, slot together moving models that focus on the 

unique movement of these creatures. Includes 3 wind-up motors to 

make your models move.  

240MM x 140MM | 64PP | MODEL PIECES AND WIND-UP MOTORS 

307MM x 247MM | 12PP | BOARD BOOK WITH FLAPS First 50 Facts series 

This beautifully illustrated collection of fascinating facts about animals, machines, dinosaurs, and the 

human body is jam-packed with interesting information and striking illustrations. With 25 flaps 

throughout the book, readers can discover cutaway images or a fun surprise. Packed with facts that 

children will love learning and repeating, this book is the perfect guide to these topics.   
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Magic Flashlight: Jungles & Magic Telescope: Space 

Children will love exploring the jungle and space with this revealing series. Use the die-cut 

mechanism to shine your flashlight over different dark scenes, and reveals what hides behind. Packed 

with information, humour and beautifully vivid illustrations, the Illuminate series uses an ingenious 

mechanism that reveals different parts of a scene as readers move their ‘flashlight’ or ‘telescope’. 

320MM x 236MM | 24PP | DIE-CUT WINDOWS AND FLASHLIGHT MECHANISM 

 

340MM x 280MM | 64PP | 3-COLOUR ACETATE LENS  

Illumibugs 

The last instalment in our hugely successful Illumi series. 

The magic 3-colour lens takes bug spotters deep into the 

world of mini beasts. The red lens will reveal insects, six 

legged and with an exoskeleton. The blue lens will reveal 

other essential mini beasts who are not strictly insects 

including arachnids, myriapods, molluscs and annelid. The 

green lens will reveal the habitat and the location in the 

world in which each set of critters live.  
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Build The Solar System 

Take a journey from the heat of the Sun to distant 

Neptune with this fascinating guide to our Solar 

System, complete with a stylish build-it-yourself model. 

Budding astronomers will delight in this fact-packed 

STEAM guide, including information on the eight 

planets, dwarf planets and over a hundred moons. The 

press-out model offers a stunning visual representation 

of the Sun and eight planets, sure to keep hands-on 

learners busy and engaged with the topic of space. 

363MM x 192MM | 32PP | MODEL PIECES  

300MM x 240MM | 14PP | BOARD BOOK Journey Through series  

Lift the flaps, peek through the die-cuts and explore space and the ocean in this new search-and-find 

series. Young readers will love to explore the detailed and varied scenes, while learning about space 

and the ocean. Flaps and die-cuts will lead the reader through the book, enticing them to discover 

more. With search-and-find on every page, children won’t get bored of this charming new series!  

COMING 
SOON 
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Build Your Own Space Museum 

You have received a crate of rare scientific objects from 

around the world, and it’s up to you to place them in 

the correct rooms! Follow the instructions to create five 

amazing pop-ups and assemble the objects in a series 

of exhibition spaces in the museum. Learn everything 

there is to know about space in this DIY pop-up book.  

Other titles in the series: Dinosaur Museum, History 

Museum, and Science Museum  

260MM x 281MM | 24PP | 5 POP OUT OBJECTS TO BUILD  

Your World Through A Telescope 

Take a close-up look at objects in the sky with a build-

your-own telescope and star planetarium. With detailed 

illustrations and educational text, this kit is perfect for 

kids who are always dreaming of the stars. 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP 

TELESCOPE MODEL PIECES 

Build Your Own Science Museum 

This hands-on, build-it-yourself STEAM approach to 

science and technology imagines the reader as a 

scientist who must build amazing objects and place 

exhibits in their science museum. Become a scientist 

and technology expert and build five unusual pop-out 

science objects from around the world!  

 

260MM x 281MM | 24PP | 5 POP OUT OBJECTS TO BUILD  
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Circuit  Science  

Young scientists will learn by doing, as they build and 

create dynamic circuit projects, absorbing information 

about scientific principles and physics along the way. Build 

a robot, make a lantern, explore static electricity, and have 

fun creating circuit games to play, in this entertaining, 

educational book and box set. The perfect tool for 

teaching science topics to kids in a hands-on and 

engaging way! 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP | CIRCUIT WIRE & OTHER COMPONENTS  

Engineer Academy Flight 

Flight is the next instalment in the Engineer Academy 

series and comes with 6 build-it-yourself projects to learn 

about the science of flight. From pterosaurs to wingsuits, 

curious kids will love learning everything about flight. 

This STEAM series for model-making enthusiasts 

encourages children to develop skills and knowledge in 

particular areas of science, with a key focus on 

engineering. Each book is packed with experiments you 

can do with items from around the house. 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP | MODEL PIECES 
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330MM x 210MM | 32PP | SLIDING SCANNER  Scanorama: Human Body  

A highly interactive and visual approach to learning about the human body. With an original sliding 

scanner device that works like an x-ray to reveal the inside of the body, plus flaps with additional 

anatomical information.  

Previous titles include Amazing Animals, Deadly Predators, and Dinosaurs  

307MM x 247MM | 48PP | UV TORCH  X-Ray series  

Have you ever wanted to see inside your own body? Or explore a predator’s amazing skeleton? 

Shine the UV torch on the pages and discover all about animals, dinosaurs and humans, in this 

hands-on non-fiction series. Learn about the animals and how their bodies are adapted to life in 

prehistoric or modern times. Then see each creature’s insides for yourself. From strong skulls and 

armour plates, to brains, stomachs and other body bits, there’s so much to explore with your “x-ray” 
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340MM x 210MM | 23PP | MULTI-LAYERED WITH DIE CUT Let’s Go inside the Human Body 

The latest title in our successful Let’s Go series tackles the human body. Turn the pages as you 

discover different parts of the body and how it works! On each page, there’s a few objects to search-

and-find as you delve deeper into the human body.  

Squishy Human Body 

Take the journey of a lifetime and enter the world of 

the human body, complete with organs, muscles, 

and bones to dissect and inspect!  

Includes a human body model and stand, 9 squishy 

organs, forceps and tweezers to operate with, an 

instruction sheet and an organiser that helps you 

learn all about the human body.  

330MM x 177MM | 24PP | HUMAN BODY MODEL 
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347MM x 217MM | 64PP | MODEL PIECES  

290MM x 235MM | 26PP | SCRATCH AWAY MAGIC INK Dig and Discover series 

Explore detailed, busy scenes from history, then get hands-on with the scratch off layers. Spot 

ancient objects in bustling scenes from history, then uncover those same items thousands of years 

later, on an archaeological dig. Find precious jewels, famous artefacts and prehistoric fossils and 

more, in this young history series. 

Making History Series  

Discover the history of these amazing 

engineering feats in this new model series. 

Uncover the story of the Titanic, the Mars 

Rover, and the Golden Gate Bridge and 

then build your very own model. Complete 

with cut aways to reveal the inner workings 

of these amazing structures. 
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310MM x 256MM | 48PP  |  MAGNIFYING GLASS IN  COVER 

Romans Magnified 

Explore ancient Rome and use your magnifying 

glass to find all of the hidden details in this 

intricate, illustrated search-and-find book. 

Packed with over 200 things to spot, discover 

how people lived, from the marketplace to the 

Senate.  

Latest title in the successful Magnified series! 
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Spin to Survive Frozen Mountain 

A game in a book! Decide your destiny with a 

pop-out fortune spinner and 25 story outcomes. 

After an emergency landing, you become lost in 

the mountains. You must decide which route to 

take and which dangers to face. One bad 

decision could lead to disaster… Have you got 

what it takes to survive? 

340MM x 280MM | 64PP | REMOVABLE SPINNER IN COVER 

Spin to Survive Deadly Jungle 

The latest adventure in the thrilling game-in-a-

book series, Spin to Survive: Deadly Jungle takes 

readers deep into the Amazon rainforest. Armed 

with nothing but their instincts and their trusty 

survival spinner, readers will face off against 

treacherous river rapids, prowling 

jaguars, dastardly treasure-hunters and a whole 

host of hazards that dwell deep in the jungle. 

This exciting choose-your-own-adventure story is 

accompanied by expert survival tips and real-life 

accounts of people who survived in the wild, 

against the odds.  

 

340MM x 280MM | 64PP | REMOVABLE SPINNER IN COVER 
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Listen to the Music 

An exciting new sound book title in the 

same format as our bestselling Story 

Orchestra series. Discover the history of 

music, as you travel through time and 

around the world to encounter music 

through the ages. With 12 10-second 

sound clips ranging from baroque to 

bebop, kids will learn all about the 

instruments and cultural history behind 

these amazing sounds.  

265MM x 304MM | 24PP | 12 SOUND CLIPS 

My Busy Music Book 

Learn all about music and different 

instruments with this interactive ‘fidget’ 

book. Each page includes an activity for 

the child to do, including things to slide, 

twist, bang and fiddle. 

Putting the ‘busy board’ craze into handy 

book form, this is an interactive tool that 

enables parents to be hands-on with their 

child’s learning. 

160MM x 160MM | 10PP | BOARD BOOK + EFFECTS  

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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In the Hall of the Mountain King 

The seventh title in the internationally best-selling 

Story Orchestra series is based on one of the most 

famous pieces of music in the world: Edvard 

Greig's In the Hall of the Mountain King. Rewritten 

for modern children, the story focuses on the most 

famous episode: when a young man runs away to 

the mountains and ends up in the hall of the 

‘mountain king’ – a scary troll! It stays true to the 

character of Peer Gynt: a poet, a wanderer and 

someone who likes to embellish the truth and 

therefore gets into frequent mishaps! 

272MM x 310MM | 24PP | 10 SOUND CLIPS 

272MM x 310MM | 20PP | PIANO KEYBOARD 

I Can Play 

From the Story Orchestra series, comes a 

beautifully illustrated first piano sound book! Press 

the keys to learn 8 famous classical tunes from the 

story books. Even the youngest child can learn to 

play music with this simple method. Colour and 

shape codes correspond to the 17 keys, so kids 

can learn easy 8-bar, one-finger melodies. Each 

song includes an enchanting illustration and 

description of the part of the story that the music is 

telling along with playing tips.  

From the Nutcracker to the Four Seasons, this is 

the perfect musical introduction for young kids.   
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Fairy Tree House 

Peek into the secret world of fairies with this 

beautiful folding-out play set. Fanciful die-cut 

model fairies flit about a multi-level, three-

dimensional enchanted tree house. The Fairy 

Tale House includes an illustrated fairy 

handbook and a pocket full of projects to punch 

out and assemble: make a fairy carousel, dress 

a fairy, and create a flapping dragonfly mobile. 

 

250MM X 180MM | 32PP |  MODEL PIECES  

Santa’s Workshop  

Open the box and gaze in wonder at the secret 

world of Santa’s workshop at the North Pole, 

with this beautiful fold-out Christmas play set 

and illustrated book. Miniature die-cut elves are 

bustling about in a multi-level, three-

dimensional toy workshop, while Santa is busy 

at work, getting ready for Christmas Eve!  

Santa’s Workshop includes an illustrated guide 

book and a pocket full of projects to punch out 

and assemble. Make Santa’s sleigh with 

reindeer, Christmas trees, snowmen, hard 

working elves, and of course Santa himself! 

 

 

250MM X 180MM | 32PP |  MODEL PIECES  

COVER 
NOT  

FINAL 

COMING 
SOON 
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Meri Meri Pop Up Books  

The Meri Meri paper-engineered 

books contain multiple cleverly-

designed mechanisms, including lift-the-

flap, sliders, pop-ups and peep-

throughs. The paper engineering 

is innovative and the artwork 

is stylish and engaging, making them a 

perfect interactive experience for little 

astronauts and explorers everywhere!  

203MM x 203MM | 10PP | POP UP BOARD BOOK 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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150MM x 150MM | 8PP | CLOTH BOOK WITH SEWN IN SHAPES Wee Gallery Peek-a-boo Cloth Books  

Open out the soft pages of this beautiful, sensory-rich organic cloth book to explore a world 

deep in the forest. Movable, crinkly, cloth forest creatures are found inside, perfect entertainment 

for little hands and to stimulate senses. Presented in a sweet gift box, the pages are made with 

extra padding for an ultra-soft feel, making them ideal for the pram or play mat – and they're 

machine washable!  

150MM x 150MM | 8PP | TOUCH AND FEEL BOARD BOOK Wee Gallery Touch and Feel Board Books  

Meet seven incredibly cute animals who all feature terrific tails or super special scales! This interactive 

board book series features the classic touch-and-feel concept but with a fun, stylish twist! Each 

page features an intriguing textile and a different animal character to spark the curiosity of babies 

and toddlers, while helping develop sensory and motor skills, and expand language skills.  

 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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Tiny Cubes  

These sweet, soft first cloth books are 

perfect for babies. The small and chunky 

cubed format makes them easy to grasp 

and play with.  Each of these soft cloth 

books feature colourful, high-contrast 

illustrations on coloured backgrounds. 

Little ones will be enthralled as they 

develop their vision and language skills, as 

well as hand-eye coordination.  Each book 

in the series covers a different theme and 

comes in a gift box. Collect each book in 

the series to create a puzzle game! 

60MM x 60MM | 10PP | CHUNKY CLOTH BOOK  

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 

COMING 
SOON 
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150MM x 150MM | 10PP | BOARD WITH PUSH / PULL PANELS  Push and Pull: Larousse edition  

On each page, push and pull the animations to discover animals from all over the world, from 

hamster to hippo and from sheep to deer, while learning more about where they live. A game of hide 

and seek perfect for little hands! The series already includes 22 titles — and more to come!  
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230MM x 210MM | 12PP | BOARD WITH 5 PRESS OUT MODELS 

My Little Jungle 

The latest title in our press-out model series 

focusses on 5 animal friends in the jungle. Read 

the story and build the press-out models of the 

animals as you go.  

 

Feeding Time series  

Two new titles in this fun, interactive board book series. Children choose from four dangling food 

items hanging from the spine of the book and decide which animal gets what! A fun, unique board 

book series that encourages kids to engage with the book and improves hand-eye coordination.  

160MM x 160MM | 12PP | BOARD BOOK WITH POP UPS 
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203MM x 203MM | 18PP | VENETIAN WINDOWS Animal Magic 

A preschool series that combines non-fiction nature with the magic of venetian window 

technology, to create fun, changing board books, perfect for little hands. See the chameleon 

sitting in his jungle home, the watch as he changes from green to red; learn about the amazing 

pufferfish as she puffs up her body like a balloon; and many more!  

144MM x 144MM | 16PP | VENETIAN WINDOWS Little Faces: My Mommy Loves Me! 

Small children love to read board books about animals — but this is a board book with a 

difference! This charming animal story is combined with Venetian movements that change 

animal faces and expressions, which allow small children and parents to explore emotions 

together, while getting ready for bed! 
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Head to Tail series  

Head to Tail combines fun animal characters with the 

magic of this unique double reveal mechanism, to 

create fun board books, perfect for little hands. Who is 

this tall animal on the savannah?  Where are the 

dinosaurs hiding? Pull the tabs to find out! 

203MM x 203MM | 14PP | BOARD BOOK WITH SLIDERS 

174MM x 174MM | 10PP | BOARD BOOK WITH SLIDING DISCS 5 Wild Series 

This innovative board book series uses colourful spreads with sliding discs to introduce young 

children to basic  shapes, numbers, animals and the world around them. Young readers can 

look at the bold scenes, listen to the gently rhyming text and trace their fingers over the 

shapes, which helps to develop their motor skills.  

Also available 5 Wild Shapes and 5 Wild Numbers  
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150MM x 150MM | 26PP | BOARD BOOK Nikolas Ilic’s Animal series 

A fresh and funny first concept board book series with colourful and striking illustrations from 

Emmy award winning production artist, Nik Ilic. This bold board book provides genuinely FUN 

early learning, guaranteed to be enjoyed by children and parents alike. 

Explore the Planets  

This charming layered board book series 

gives a visual introduction to colours, the 

solar system, and the ocean! The layered, 

‘touch-and-feel’ format with embossing, matt 

lam and spot UV throughout, gives children a 

multi-sensory experience that develops hand-

eye coordination.  

178MM x 178MM | 20PP | LAYERED BOARD BOOK 
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178MM x 178MM | 14PP | BOARD BOOK WITH DIE-CUTS Little Mouse Learns series  

A bright, first concept series featuring sweet mice characters and simple, yet clever, die-cuts to 

explain the key concepts of numbers, opposites, colours, and shapes. Each title has several die-cuts 

that reveal the illustrations on the following page and allow the children to learn while they play.  

.  

My First Weather Book 

What’s going on outside your window is the 

starting point for this delightful introduction to 

the weather, and what it means for little people – 

from fun playing in the snow, to jumping in 

puddles with your waterproof boots on! 

Parents will love talking about the weather as 

they go through the book with their child, letting 

them activate all the fun mechanisms that bring 

the weather to life before their eyes — from 

snowmen to kite-flying. 

 

220MM x 200MM | 16PP | BOARD BOOK 
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145MM x 145MM  | CLOTH + BATH + BOARD BOOK  Baby’s Busy Day 

A beautiful gift set that includes three books for a baby’s day — a board book for playtime, a bath book 

for bath time, and a soft book for bedtime. Each of these books tells the story of the different parts of 

the baby’s very busy day! The different formats maximise sensory development and introduce babies 

to these daily routines.  

Ribbon Pull Tabs Piglet 

Little piglet needs a bath! Meet her and her farmyard 

friends in this charming,  interactive board book. 

Featuring ribbon pull tabs and sliders, Bathtime Little 

Piglet introduces children to the daily routine of 

bathtime. This is the third title in a new board book 

series designed to improve children's hand-eye 

coordination and to encourage a safe and loving bond 

between parent and child.  

178MM x 178MM | 12PP | BOARD WITH SLIDERS 
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ABC Bedtime  

Sometimes it can be so hard for kids to get 

ready for bed! There’s so much energy and so 

many things to do. Pairing aspects of a young 

child’s bedtime routine with each letter of the 

alphabet, ABC Bedtime features colourful 

illustrations, as well as calming text to get kids to 

cooperate in getting ready for bed.  

229MM X 229MM | 36PP | BOARD BOOK 

ABC The World & Me 

There are so many wondrous places to see and 

wonderful people to meet. From the long, 

winding Amazon river, to a big, bustling city 

like Beijing, to the dense, green forests of the 

Congo Basin, to thousands of other locations, 

people can live in and visit the most amazing 

places! With ABC The World & Me, kids can 

take a journey to 26 places all over the globe. 

229MM X 229MM | 36PP | BOARD BOOK 

ABC Helpful Me 

A fun read for both caregiver and child, ABC 

Helpful Me is not only perfect for teaching 

toddlers their ABCs, but also for encouraging 

them to Ask how to help out, to Be 

themselves, Clean up toys, and feel proud of 

doing something good and to put a smile on 

someone’s face. The colorful 

illustrations and engaging text are sure to 

please young children, and caregivers will 

benefit from young ones learning the 

foundations of cooperation, household 

chores, kindness, and more. 

229MM x 229MM | 36PP | BOARD BOOK  
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260MM x 185MM | 12PP | LAYERED BOARD BOOK Layer By Layer series 

Two new titles in the series introduce children to the classic stories Pinocchio and the Little Mermaid. 

With gentle, engaging text, beautiful illustrations, die cut and layered pages, all of which encourage the 

reader to interact with the book and turn each page to delight in the increasingly expansive spreads. 

Other titles include Sleeping Beauty, Alice in Wonderland, and the Nutcracker.  

Hide & Peek series  

Hide and Peek is a series of interactive board books featuring flaps, sliding pull-tabs and pop-up pages 

to engage and entertain. These devices provide a fun, peekaboo element within each story, revealing 

additional content to spot and discover. Each book contains a sweet, simple and entertaining story, 

perfect for reading to children before they go to sleep.  

178MM x 178MM | 12PP | BOARD BOOK WITH NOVELTY 
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Parp! 

This simple but incredibly funny story will 

bring delight to toddlers and their parents! A 

group of animals enter a lift, at each floor one 

of them parps, producing a really smelly fart! 

But who did it? As each animal exits the lift it 

slowly becomes clearer who the ‘parper’ might 

be! This sturdy board book includes pull-out 

sliders, which reveal extra story details –

whether it’s the giraffe’s incredibly long neck 

or the mystery parp culprit!  

 

180MM x 180MM | 24PP | BOARD BOOK WITH SLIDERS 

Oddorable Creatures series 

Sure, you could play at being a cat or a tiger — 

but would you not rather be a weird creature? 

This delightful series takes a look into the vast 

world of extraordinary animals kids may not 

know about — but will love telling their friends 

about! 

Each book in this fun, collectable series 

includes a touch-and-feel textures relating to 

each weird animal. Be it the squishy bits of a 

dumbo octopus, the feathers of the kakapo, or 

the silky smooth skin of a naked mole rat! 

180MM x 180MM | 14PP 

TOUCH AND FEEL ON EVERY SPREAD 
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